**SUGGESTED SPECIFICATION**

For kitchen sink applications, specifically waste disposal, exposed piping and supply stop protectors requiring compliance with ADA 4.24. Waste disposal, bend and P-Trap covers attach by a dual fastening system of a ¾" full length Velcro* Fastening Strips and tamper resistant self-locking snap fasteners. Shall have PVC Velcro fasteners adhered with heat weld bonding to allow for full enclosure. Protectors shall consist of all the above listed components and features.

*Velcro is a registered trademark of Velcro USA Inc.

**PRODUCT DETAIL:**

For kitchen sink applications, specifically waste disposal, exposed piping and supply stop protectors requiring compliance with ADA 4.24. Waste disposal, bend and P-Trap covers attach by a dual fastening system of a ¾" full length Velcro strip and tamper resistant, self-locking snap fasteners. Surfaces are easy to clean non-absorbent PVC with U/V inhibited, anti fungal/anti microbial agents.

**PART NUMBER BY PRODUCT**

*Note: All model colors are white

- **MODEL # 3071WD-N White**
  - Waste Disposal Cover
  - Fits Badger #1 and #5

**Available color options:**

- White
- Gray
- Almond
- Black
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